Abstract-A finite-element method based on the vector H-field formulation in conjunction with perturbation techniques is used to study metal-clad microwire waveguides for bio-sensing applications. Sensors are designed to detect DNA hybridization through the change of the effective index and attenuation constant of the waveguide structure. The key parameters, such as effective index, loss coefficient, and spot sizes, are presented and potential sensor applications are discussed.
. Schematic of the MCM structure studied. of these plasmonic supermodes is quite complex, particularly when refractive indices of the bounding layers are different.
In this paper, we present a detailed numerical investigation of metal-clad microwires (MCMs) based SPR waveguide to detect DNA hybridization. Here, the complex propagation characteristics (both the phase and attenuation constants) of the coupled surface-plasmon modes and their evolution in a MCM are obtained by using the rigorous full-vectorial H-field based finite-element method (FEM).
II. MCM AND NUMERICAL METHOD
The MCM structure studied here is shown in Fig. 1 . Such as MCM with a silica core can be fabricated from a silica fiber by controlled heating and drawing techniques [8] , [9] . Although, the full structure is shown here but only a quarter of the structure is simulated as available 2-fold symmetry is exploited. The metal used in this work is taken as silver. Biomolecular recognition elements immobilized on top of the metal layer. We assume that a sensing layer is initially functionalized by a 100 nm thick DNA monolayer on top of the biomolecular recognition elements layer of thickness, t cl with a refractive index of n cl . Here, it is assumed that the ssDNA molecules are changed to dsDNA in the presence of a target bio pathogen and as result its refractive index is changed from 1.456 to 1.53. This cladding layer with its refractive index n cl and thickness t cl can be adjusted to optimize the sensor design.
A single dielectric/metal (D/M) interface can support a SPM and two such modes in two adjacent interfaces (either D-M-D or M-D-M slab) couple to form even and odd supermodes. Modes in such a three-layers planar waveguide have been extensively studied [10] but such mode in MCM has not been rigorously studied. Here, a MCM with silica core (SiO 2 ) and radius R c is considered. The metal used in this work is taken as silver with its refractive index, n s = 0.14447 + j 11.366 at the operating wavelength λ = 1.55 μm [11] . Refractive index of silica is taken as n SiO 2 = 1.44, at the same operating wavelength.
An in-house rigorous full-vectorial H-field FEM in conjunction with the perturbation techniques [12] is used to obtain the modal solutions of waveguides with complex refractive indices associated with the metal layers. Perturbation is a powerful numerical technique [13] , [14] , however only applicable when the modal loss or gain is small. Although a general-purpose FEM solver can find the complex modes without the limit of a perturbation approach, however the computational cost is higher than a perturbation based FEM code, as used here.
Here, using more efficient mesh generation code conforming polar coordinates has been used to incorporate a fine mesh inside a very thin metal layer. Initially, optimizations of design parameters, such as core radius, metal thickness, and cladding thickness are carried out. Subsequently the effective index, loss coefficient, and spot-sizes of the MCM have been calculated to study the evolution of coupled plasmonic supermodes.
Although this structure has a circular symmetry, but this is not exploited in the simulations. In fact, for such a waveguide with circular symmetry, as the modal field may not always be azimuthally invariant, so this should not be imposed as discussed later on. On the other hand, in this work the available two-fold mirror symmetry has been explored to increase the computational efficiency. So only a quarter of the MCM is simulated as shown as an inset in Fig. 2 and this represented by nearly a million first-order triangles with very fine mesh density inside the thin metal layer. The polar coordinate discretization used here which matches more accurately to the circular cross sectional area of the waveguide which allows very fine mesh inside the thin metal layer.
III. RESULT Fig. 2 shows variations of the effective indices, n e , with the metal thickness, t, for different values of core radius, R c . The effective index is calculated as n eff = β/k o , where β is the propagation constant and k o is the free-space wavenumber. Initially a large cladding thickness with its index same as that of the core is considered to study evolution of supermodes. The coupled mode in identical bounded media remains symmetric or asymmetric for a planar guide (R = ∞) as the isolated modes are always phase matched. However, in this case as the isolated modes at each M/D interface are not phase matched (as their bending radii are different) so the coupled supermodes become non-symmetric. These two supermodes are examined, the first one corresponding to the 'odd-like' supermode (M o ) and the second to 'even-like' supermode (M e ). Both these supermodes have higher effective indices than the cladding refractive index, n cl = n SiO 2 . The effective index (n e ) of the even-like supermode (M e ) decreases and approaches the cladding refractive index value as the metal thickness decreases. But for the oddlike supermode (M o ), as the film thickness reduces, its effective index increases. When the metal film thickness becomes large, these two D/M SPMs become separated and have similar effective indices. For the odd-like supermodes shown by two upper lines, they are nearly anti-symmetric when the metal thickness is small. However, when the metal thickness, t is increased to 100 nm, the non-symmetry becomes more pronounced (as weakly coupled). As in that case, this mode is predominantly confined at the metal-cladding interface so not affected by the diameter of the microfiber. On the other hand, as metal thickness is increased to 100 nm, similarly the even-like nearly symmetric mode also becomes non-symmetric and this mode is mostly confined at the core-metal interface. As this mode is confined inside the microfiber core, so its effective index depends on the core diameter and this difference can be noted when core radius is reduced from 10 μm to 5 μm, shown by dotted red and solid blue lines, respectively. When R c increases, both these modal effective indices converge to the effective index value of the SPM of a single D/M interface.
Next, H y field contour profile of the H y 11 even-like supermode is shown in Fig. 3 , when the core radius R c = 10 μm and metal thickness, t = 0.04 μm. For this mode, when the electric boundary wall condition, n · H = 0 is implemented at the right side metal walls, this allows the H y field to be non-zero at the D/M interfaces, and forms a SPM (with dominant H y field). However, the same dominant H y field is zero at the top D/M interface, to satisfy the electric wall boundary condition, and thus no SPM (with dominant H y field) can form along that interface. This enforcement of the boundary condition destroys the circular symmetry of the modes, which can be clearly observed in Fig. 3 . So in such a case the available circular symmetry (of the structure) should not be imposed. The even-like supermode shown is no longer symmetric (along the x-axis) as expected in a uniform planar guide (which has two modes, perfectly symmetric and anti-symmetric) even tough in this case bounding dielectrics were identical n c = n cl = 1.44. However, for a curve metal layer the modes at two D/M interfaces are not exactly phase matched. In this case, the even-like supermode is more concentrated in the core region, which has a smaller radius than the cladding. When the metal thickness, t is reduced, due to stronger coupling the symmetry is increased and progressively more field is confined in the cladding region. It can be observed that peak field (rather two peaks) follows the two metal/SiO 2 curved interfaces with a small plasmonic dip (as for an even-like mode) inside the metal layer shown by a red arrow. Similar SPM with dominant H x field will also form at the upper and lower horizontal interfaces, but not shown here. These two SPMs are degenerate with the same propagation constants, but as we have used the 2-fold symmetry, we were able to isolate them by using different boundary conditions at the vertical and horizontal axes.
Variation of H y field along the x-axis is also shown as an inset. From the inset it can be observed that the optical field profile along x-axis has maximum field intensity at the two D/M interfaces at the radial distance of ∼ 10 μm and decays in the core and cladding away from the D/M interfaces. A slightly larger peak at the core/metal interface can be observed. A small dip for this even-like supermode inside this thin metal layer is shown by a blue arrow.
In this work, modal losses of these modes are calculated by the perturbation approach [17] . Loss arises from the light confinement inside the metal layer with a complex refractive index. Loss curves shown in Fig. 4 have similar shapes as the effective index curves, as discussed previously for a simple plasmonic slab waveguide [19] . For the odd-like supermodes, shown by two upper lines in Fig. 4 , as t is reduced, modes get more confined in the metal layer and spread less in the bounding dielectric layers (considered here as loss-less). For a thinner metal layer, more power is confined in the lossy metal layer and as a result modal loss is also increased. On the other hand, for the even-like supermode, shown by two lower lines, as t is reduced, these modes approach their cutoff, field extends more in the bounding dielectric layers. As in this case power confinement in metal layer is reduced, which progressively lower the modal loss. It can be noted that as the even-like supermode can propagate a longer distance so also known as a 'long-range' mode and similarly the odd-like first supermode with higher loss known as a 'short-range' mode. Here, we have ignored the loss from the other materials or from surface scattering, but if needed they can also be included. The H y field profiles of the odd-like supermode along the x-axis are shown for t = 40 nm and 100 nm by two upper insets, A and B, respectively. It can be observed that, at the larger t, the upper-right inset B shows that the asymmetry gets more pronounced due to weaker mode coupling and confines less power in the core region. The lower-left inset, C shows the H y field profile of the even-like supermode.
The metal thickness influences field variation inside the bounding dielectric layers, which also change the spot-size of the modes. Field confinement can be quantitatively described by its mode-size or spot-size. It can be defined as a distance or as an area. In this work, because of the asymmetry of the mode shape, the spot-size is taken as the distance along the x-axis where the modal field is equal to the 1/e times of the maximum value at the interface (see inset in Fig. 5 ). Since field decay in the two bounding interfaces are different, σ + and σ − are taken as spotsizes at the right interface (cladding region) and the left interface (in the core region), respectively. Variations of the spot-sizes of the even-like supermode for core radius, R c = 5 μm and 10 μm are shown in Fig. 5 . The spot-size, σ, increases as the metal thickness is reduced as the mode approaches its cutoff. The σ + values are similar for both R c = 5 μm and 10 μm, shown by red chained and black solid lines, respectively. The σ − values are larger as field decays slowly in the inner core layer. The σ − is larger when R c is lower as field decays more slowly. It should be noted that for the odd-like supermode, its spot-size decreases as the metal thickness is reduced, but not shown here.
However, for a sensor design, access to modal field is needed. A thicker cladding thickness will inhibit sensing material to influence the modal properties. Therefore, leaving too much of the cladding after the metal layer weakens the interaction between the optical mode and sensing media and thus evanescent sensing field can be exposed by partial removal of the cladding. For this reason next, the effect of finite cladding thickness on the supermodes is studied.
Variations of the effective indices for the M o and M e supermodes with the cladding thickness are shown in Fig. 6 by a red dashed and a solid lines, respectively, for n cl = 1.44. When n c = n cl = 1.44, refractive index values of both the bounding sides were identical, however in Fig. 5 it was shown that modes were not symmetrical as the metal interfaces were curved. The M o supermode profile for a thicker cladding, shown as upperright inset, B showing a more asymmetric profile and confining more at the metal-cladding interface. As the cladding thickness is reduced, the effective index of the odd-like supermode also reduces as shown by a dashed red line and for very low cladding thickness this mode transforms to a SPM at the core-metal interface. On the other hand, the even-like supermode, shown by the red solid line initially reduces slowly when mode is more confined at the core-metal interface shown as Inset C. When cladding thickness is very small, its effective index reduces rapidly and this mode transforms to a SPM mainly confining at the clad-metal interface. It can be noted that when cladding thickness is about 1.875 μm, the difference between these two effective indices is the smallest. In this case, two isolated SPM at the upper and lower M/D interfaces are phase matched. As a result, nearly perfect odd and even supermodes are formed and these two SPMs are shown by two left insets, A and D, respectively.
The M e curve (solid line) on the right-side of the phase matching point and the M o curve on the left of the phase matching point (dashed line) are related to the SPM mode at the core-metal interface. This mode is not much influenced by the cladding thickness so almost horizontal. Similarly the dashed curve (M o mode) right of the phase matching point and the lower part of the solid curve (M e mode) left of the phase matching point, together represent the SPM at the metal-cladding interface. Effective index of this mode strongly depends on the cladding thickness and reduces very fast, when air comes close to the metal interface for a very small cladding thickness. These two effective index curves never intersect but form an anti-crossing point when the two isolated modes are phase matched. At that situation rapid mode transformation is possible and can be exploited for a sensor design.
The effective index of the SPM mode at core/metal interface when n cl = 1.3 is also shown by a black dotted line as a reference. In this case, SPM mode at the metal/cladding interface does not couple with the SPM at the core/metal interface, as their effective indices are very different and this mode is not shown here.
Next, attenuation constants for these modes are also calculated and shown in Fig. 7 . Here, the red solid line represents the attenuation curve for the even-like supermode and the red dashed line represents the odd-like supermode, when n c = n cl . As the cladding thickness decreases, attenuation constants for the oddlike supermode increases slowly at first, then more rapidly, but after reaching a peak value drops to a very low value. However, the attenuation constant of the even-like supermode reduces slightly as the cladding thickness reduces, however, near t cl ∼ 1.875 μm rapidly increases.
For cladding refractive index value lower than core refractive index, n cl = 1.3, effective index and attenuation constant for the odd-like the SPM mode at the core/metal interface mode remain constant and the attenuation curve for this mode is also shown by a black dotted line for a reference. The right part of the solid line (M e ), although part of an even-like supermode, but shows attenuation value of a mode which is more confined in core/metal interface. Similarly the left part of the dashed line, attenuation constant of the odd-like supermode, M o , but this part also represents the SPM which is predominantly confines at the core/metal interface. These attenuation values are similar to that of the isolated SPM at the core/metal interface, shown in this figure by a dashed line for highly asymmetrical cladding with n cl = 1.3. Similarly the right section of the dashed line (of the odd-like supermode) and left part of the solid line (of the even-like supermode), represents a SPM mainly confined at the metal/cladding interface with a higher loss value. As cladding thickness is reduced, the modal loss of this SPM is strongly influenced by the presence of air just outside the thin cladding layer. In the transient region, when SPMs at both the interfaces are phase matched the loss values go through a rapid transition, which can be exploited for optical sensing.
As the effective index of the SPM at the outer boundary metal/cladding interface will be smaller when n cl < n c this mode will not interact with the SPM at the core/metal interface when cladding thickness is reduced. On the other hand, the effective index of the SPM at the metal/cladding interface will increase for a higher n cl value, and when its cladding thickness is reduced, this effective index value is expected to reduce and cross the effective index value of the SPM at the core/metal interface and together they form coupled supermodes. For a slightly higher n cl value, slope of this line can be higher and this interactions will also be sharper.
For cladding refractive index value slightly higher than core refractive index, n cl = 1.45, variation of the effective indices for the even and odd-like supermodes are shown in Fig. 8 by a solid and a dashed blue lines, respectively. The effective index variations for n cl = 1.44, which was shown earlier in Fig. 6 , are also shown here by red lines for comparison. Higher cladding refractive index value gave higher effective index value and sharper slope for the odd-like supermode. For even-like supermode, its effective index value is similar as the earlier case with n cl = 1.44 when the cladding thickness is large, but subsequently decreases as the cladding thickness reduces. As n cl increase from 1.44 to 1.45 slope of this curve increases near phase matching point. Sharper slope yields a smaller effective index difference. This resonant point is most sensitive with any perturbation in the presence of a sensing media and this can be exploited.
Variations of the attenuation constants for n cl = 1.45 are shown in Fig. 9 by blue curves. In this case the solid line represents the attenuation curve for the even-like 2nd supermode and the dashed curve represents the first odd-like supermode, for the case n cl > n c . The loss values for n cl = 1.44, earlier shown in Fig. 7 , are also shown here by red lines for comparison. As the cladding thickness decreases, attenuation constants for odd-like mode increases slowly at first, then more rapidly, reaches a peak value and then drops to the same value as even-like supermode and this occurs at the phase-matching point when the attenuation constant of even-like supermode increased significantly. The higher n cl value gives faster attenuation transient and the phase matching point shifts to a smaller thickness.
Next, possibility of exploiting this rapid transition for developing biosensors is studied. Here the core radius is kept fixed at R c = 10 μm and the metal thickness, t s = 0.1 μm. We assume that a sensing layer is initially functionalized by a 100 nm thick DNA monolayer on top of the cladding layer of thickness, t cl with a refractive index of n cl . When a detection event happens, the complementary target single strand DNA (ssDNA) would hybridize to double stranded DNA (dsDNA) and its refractive index value changes. We will study the effect of cladding thickness in the presence of ssDNA and dsDNA. The ssDNA and dsDNA refractive indices are taken as 1.456 and 1.53 [15] - [18] , respectively.
The rapid change in the loss values due to the presence of the sensing biomaterials can be used for sensing applications. The differential losses between the modes, due to the change of the ssDNA to dsDNA, are shown in Fig. 10 . It should be noted that, with proper design when the SPMs at two interfaces are phase matched any slight change in waveguide parameters will alter modal properties significantly. In such a case, the rapid change in the loss values due to the presence of a target biomaterial can be exploited for sensing applications. A small change in the sensing index from 1.456 to 1.53 makes a significant change in the modal loss values. The differential losses due to the change of the ssDNA to dsDNA, for different modes are shown in Fig. 10 . Here, only the differences between these two loss values are shown by solid and dotted lines, for the odd and even-like supermodes, respectively. Here, we have also considered two different values of the cladding index, n cl = 1.459 and 1.463, and shown here by using blue and red lines, respectively. The n cl values considered here are slightly higher than those considered in Fig. 9 , as the transients were identified to be even faster.
It can be observed from Fig. 10 that as the cladding thickness is increased, initially the differential loss increases, reaches a maximum value, Δα max , and then reduces. This maximum location for a given n cl is at the same value of t cl , when the supermodes are phase matched. It is shown here that for n cl = 1.459, the Δα max = 4.42 dB/mm. So, we only need a 2.23 mm long section to achieve a 10 dB extinction coefficient. However, as the lower loss was 11.802 dB/mm, unfortunately the Insertion Loss will also be 26.32 dB. However, when, n cl is increased to 1.463, the differential loss increases to 5.51 dB/mm, shown by red lines. This would shortens the device length to 1.81 mm and the IL will also reduce to 21.48 dB, albeit only slightly.
Alternatively, in order to detect the DNA hybridization, this MCM can also be incorporated in a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) system. By introducing the sensing waveguide in one arm of the MZI, the relative phase shift (Δφ) can be obtained from the change in the effective index, Δn e , as
The destructive interference or the minimum interference signal occurs when the phase difference is equal to π.
Here, we also show the difference between the effective indices due to change in n s from 1.456 to 1.53 when ssDNA transforms to dsDNA. The even and odd-like supermodes are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Similarly the changes for n cl = 1.459 and 1.463 are shown by blue and red lines respectively. The maximum Δn e values can also be observed for the odd-like supermodes at the transient points. For n cl = 1.459, this value was 0.008 but for higher cladding index value, n cl = 1.463, this value is increased to 0.0012, when the cladding thickness is 0.8 μm. The length required for the sensing arm would be 0.65 mm, yielding a reasonably compact device. However, this would also introduce 7 dB loss to the sensing branch signal and that could yield a significant cross-talk as the signals will not be cancelled, even they have a π phase shift. However, it may be possible to introduce additional loss in the control branch, to improve the performance.
However, we have noticed another case, when the cladding thickness is reduced further and shown in Fig. 12 . Variations of the effective index and effective index difference with or without the presence of sensing target with the cladding thickness are shown. The effective index values for the even-like supermodes (M o ), are shown by black dashed and dotted lines when n s = 1.456 (ssDNA) and 1.53 (dsDNA), respectively. It can be observed that there is not much difference between these two curves, as this mode is primarily confined at the core/metal interface. Their difference is shown by the blue solid line. This shows a small peak at the right-end, which represents the same peak shown by the solid blue line in Fig. 11 (where a magnified scale was used). However, in this case, the odd-like supermode (M e ) shows a significant difference when cladding value is much smaller. The effective index values before (with ssDNA) and after (with dsDNA) are shown by solid and dashed-dotted black lines. Their difference is shown by a blue dotted line. This shows a large index difference of 0.015 can be obtained when t cl = 0.016 μm. In this case most of the power is confined in this odd-like supermode confining predominantly at the metalcladding interface. This would yield a significantly shorter, only 48 μm long sensing section and associated modal loss is only 0.5 dB, and can provide a more promising design.
The relative phase change due to the presence of a sensing material can be identified by a MZI-based design [19] . Here, the proposed MZI-based biosensor system formed by using two uniform metal-clad microwires, are shown in Fig. 13 , where one arm is used as a reference arm and the other as the sensing arm. A probe light can be launched through the microwire propagates along the Y-branch, which divides equally between the sensing and the reference arms and subsequently recombines. The phase shift caused by the index change due to the specimen placed in the sensing arm has been numerically calculated. It is shown here that a compact 48 μm long sensing arm can be adequate with insertion loss only 0.5 dB.
IV. CONCLUSION
Evolutions of supermodes at the two M/D interfaces and their phase matching are studied here. The resulting field profiles, effective index, and attenuation constants characteristics of the SPMs for the MCMs structure are presented by using a fullvectorial H-field based FEM in conjunction with the perturbation technique. The sensing materials considered in the present work are ssDNA and dsDNA in the DNA hybridization process. The optimum dimensions for the metal-clad microwires in order to achieve maximum effective index difference, or loss differences were found to be at the phase matching point; however, the loss values were significantly higher. On the other hand, by bringing the cladding thickness to only 0.15 μm, a more compact 48 μm long sensing arm with only 0.5 dB loss can be achieved. The prospects of suitable biosensors using MCM is discussed here. However, a system level analyses now need to be undertaken by considering excitations of various modes at the microwire and MCM junctions, including their performances with fabrication tolerances and wavelength variations.
